[CYP2D6 gene polymorphism in psychiatric patients resistant to standard pharmacotherapy].
The debrisoquine polymorphism is a genetic variation in oxidative drug metabolism mediated by CYP2D6 gene, characterized by two phenotypes, the extensive metabolizer (EM) and poor metabolizer (PM). PM phenotype is inherited as autosomal recessive trait and occurs in 5-10% of Caucasian population. It is associated with the inefficient metabolism of over 30 drugs, including many psychotropic drugs. Clinical studies shown that PM are at higher risk than EM of adverse reactions to these drugs. We genotyped 22 psychiatric patients in whom standard pharmacotherapy had failed or drug adverse events occurred and in 14 patients in whom standard therapy was successful. CYP2D6 polymorphic alleles were identified using allele specific nested PCR reaction. The PM genotype was found in 4 of 22 (18%) patients resistant to standard pharmacotherapy and in none of 14 patients with improvement after standard therapy. Unsuccessful standard psychotropic drugs therapy in psychiatric patients may be associated with PM phenotype.